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Abstract: The increasing power consumption and related environmental implications currently
generated by large data networks have become a major concern over the last decade. Given the
drastic traffic increase expected in 5G dense environments, the energy consumption problem becomes
even more concerning and challenging. In this context, Software-Defined Networks (SDN), a key
technology enabler for 5G systems, can be seen as an attractive solution. In these programmable
networks, an energy-aware solution could be easily implemented leveraging the capabilities provided
by control and data plane separation. This paper investigates the impact of energy-aware routing
on network performance. To that end, we propose a novel energy-aware mechanism that reduces
the number of active links in SDN with multiple controllers, considering in-band control traffic.
The proposed strategy exploits knowledge of the network topology combined with traffic engineering
techniques to reduce the overall power consumption. Therefore, two heuristic algorithms are
designed: a static network configuration and a dynamic energy-aware routing. Significant values of
switched-off links are reached in the simulations where real topologies and demands data are used.
Moreover, the obtained results confirm that crucial network parameters such as control traffic delay,
data path latency, link utilization and Ternary Content Addressable Memory (TCAM) occupation are
affected by the performance-agnostic energy-aware model.
Keywords: 5G; software-defined networking; energy-aware routing; in-band control traffic

1. Introduction
Over the last decade, the exponential demand growth and the ever-increasing number of connected
devices have forced the necessity to look to the next evolution of wireless data communications [1].
The adoption of 5G networks, expected by 2020, will allow handling more traffic in dense environments,
providing higher data rates and reduced end-to-end latency [2]. In this scenario, achieving energy
efficiency becomes even more concerning and challenging. For instance, according to [3], by 2025,
the global Internet will be responsible for more than 10% of the world’s electricity consumption.
To face this steadily rising power consumption, a strongly related Key Performance Indicator (KPI)
to be addressed by the 5G generation is precisely the energy efficiency [4]. Accordingly, an effective
energy management, as well as enhanced network performance, are essential design goals to fulfill
the requirements of future 5G systems for heterogeneous applications and services. However, some of
these requirements may be in conflict, and specific strategies must be developed. Precisely, the existing
trade-off between energy efficiency and network performance was investigated as part of a conference
paper in [5] and is now further expanded in this article.
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Energy consumption concern in 5G system has currently attracted a great deal of attention from
networking researchers. Several papers have been proposed with solutions enabling significant energy
efficiency gains in the mobile networks division [6–8]. Although 5G is mostly perceived as wireless
access by the user, different communication facilities and users need to be connected through backhaul
networks—either using optical fiber networks or radio links—and backbone networks. Apart from
being key enablers for a successful deployment of this complex architecture, these network segments
are of paramount importance to reduce the energy consumption of 5G systems. Therefore, this paper
is conceived to tackle the energy consumption problem in 5G backbone networks.
Software-Defined Networking (SDN) is expected to play a major role in 5G systems in order to
provide a more intelligent use of the underlying transport networks [9]. Moreover, this technology,
together with Network Function Virtualization (NFV), can provide the required tools to support
network slicing in order to accommodate the wide range of demanded services over a common
infrastructure simultaneously [10–12]. The basic idea of SDN [13]—control and data planes
separation—makes network environments more manageable. The logically centralized control
plane in SDN provides global knowledge of the network state information, which allows for
end-to-end visualization. Moreover, it can manage network tasks and perform device programming
without needing any additional software or hardware-based intelligence in each one of the
switching elements. Meanwhile, interconnection devices follow the rules set by the controller
to forward the traffic. Consequently, the use of an underlying SDN architecture will facilitate
the introduction and deployment of new applications and services, making it easier than with
classical hardware-dependent standards. Another advantage of exploiting SDN is the possibility to
dynamically adapt control decisions to comply with diverse QoS requirements to handle heterogeneous
application-driven networks.
Given that in practice, the energy consumption of network equipment is not in proportion with
their traffic load, the reduction of the number of active elements is an effective and widely-accepted
strategy to decrease the consumption of data networks [14]. This feature can be implemented by
putting into sleep mode (i.e., a low-power state) unused networks elements such as line cards or
port interfaces. Although turning off entire interconnection devices improves the energy efficiency,
this possibility is not considered in this work given the resilience concerns in the case of network events.
Nevertheless, due to the link over-provisioning typically considered in the design and operation of
backbone networks, substantial energy can still be saved putting into sleep mode port interfaces
that are not transferring data. Within this context, SDN architecture is very well-suited to perform
an energy-aware routing and to manage the state of unused switch interfaces in a coordinated and
centralized way. Therefore, the implementation of an energy-aware solution in the control plane is
a valuable opportunity to solve the power consumption problem in data networks.
Despite consistent efforts to improve the network power efficiency, energy-aware techniques may
lead to performance degradations if QoS requirements are neglected [15,16]. Inspired by this reality,
this paper introduces a new energy-aware strategy and evaluates its impact on different performance
metrics. Instead of restricting the path selection and potential improvements in terms of energy
efficiency to meet some specific metric bound, this work aims to gain insight into potential energy
savings and to quantify the existing trade-off between power consumption and several performance
indicators, as one crucial issue for communication systems nowadays.
Throughout this work, we consider an SDN architecture with multiple controllers and, similar to
previous works [17–19], in-band control traffic. In this operational mode, links are shared between data
and control plane traffic. Hence, control messages are exchanged without the need for additional links.
In this way, the proposed energy-aware routing can be applied when implementing a dedicated control
network is not feasible either for physical or cost-related restrictions. In large backbone networks,
this is a more realistic scenario since additional links dedicated to directly connect controllers and
forwarding devices are impractical and cost-inefficient.
Specifically, the major contributions of this work are as follows:
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An Integer Linear Problem (ILP) is formulated to optimize the number of active links in SDN,
considering multiple controllers and links shared between data and control plane traffic.
For large network topologies, we propose a novel energy-aware mechanism that reduces the time
complexity of our approach and allows allocating the traffic demands in real time as it comes.
Two solution modules were conceived of in this mechanism, exploiting knowledge of the network
topology and traffic engineering techniques to reduce the overall power consumption.
Using real topologies and traffic demands, we provide a performance comparison analysis of our
proposal with another routing approach.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, previous related studies about
different strategies to tackle the problem of power consumption are discussed. In Section 3, the energy
consumption optimization problem is formalized through a general mathematical formulation fully
compatible with SDN environments using multiple controllers and in-band control traffic. In Section 4,
we explain the main characteristics of our low-complexity energy-aware approach together with
a detailed description of its two comprised modules. The simulations strategies and the obtained
results are presented and analyzed in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6, we provide the conclusion of our
work and outline future research guidelines.
2. Related Works
Energy-aware techniques based on the reduction of active network elements can be divided into
traffic-based and topology-based solutions, according to the elements considered in the model. In this
section, we analyze in more detail works that deal with each one of these two approaches.
2.1. Traffic-Based Solutions
Under some assumption of expected traffic behavior, traffic-based solutions are routing
mechanisms that aggregate traffic over a network subset in over-provisioned systems, in order to
switch off the unused network components.
For instance, Zhang et al. [20] propose an intra-domain, centralized traffic engineering mechanism,
called GreenTE, that finds a set of links that can be turned off under a given traffic load or matrix.
The approach is based on a Mixed-Integer Linear Programming (MILP) formulation where traffic
demands are routed using a set of pre-computed k-shortest paths. Performance requirements such as
Maximum Link Utilization (MLU) and network delay are considered as constraints in the problem.
However, the implementation of such a coordinated strategy is a difficult task given the distributed
nature of network control in traditional networks.
More recently, in [21], the authors introduced a state-of-the-art study including different energy
efficiency strategies in SDN. This paper addresses the importance of implementing green routing
methods in SDN, taking advantage of the flexible control provided by dynamic configuration and
centralized network view capabilities. A summary of some existing energy-aware techniques in SDN
with their key properties (benefits and drawbacks) is presented.
The problem of saving energy in partially deployed SDN is addressed by the authors of [22].
They formulated an optimization problem to determine network subsets in these hybrid systems
with minimum power consumption. Giroire et al. [23] proposed an energy-aware routing approach
considering as a constraint of the model the limited rule space of Ternary Content Addressable Memory
(TCAM) in SDN devices. For this purpose, an ILP formulation, as well as an efficient heuristic are
proposed. The authors of [24] provided two greedy algorithms to reduce the power of used line-cards
and integrated chassis. To do so, they used the connections between forwarding devices to derive an
expanded network topology. Markiewicz et al. [25] formulated an MILP model that aims to switch on
a minimum number of routers and links to handle the traffic. To solve the problem for large networks,
they present a heuristic method, called Strategic Greedy Heuristic (SGH), that iteratively selects
a pre-computed shortest path for each request, according to four different strategies of processing order
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of requests. Nevertheless, in all these works, a dedicated network for control plane communications
was considered.
In [26], the authors proposed a model for controller-switch associations, called GreCo, which improves
the energy efficiency of the network. In this work, the routing of control traffic is included. However,
they considered that controllers act as well as forwarding devices, allowing that data plane communications
are routed through network controllers. In this way, only links belonging to control paths are activated while
data traffic demands are routed using these links under a given MLU bound. In our work, the routing of
data plane traffic through network controllers is avoided, since this will represent an additional unnecessary
load in these devices.
The work in [27] addressed the problem of minimizing the number of required links in large-scale
SDN considering an in-band operation mode. To accomplish this, an ILP model and a heuristic
algorithm are presented, integrating the routing requirements for data and control traffic. In this
model, the distribution of switches between controllers is also optimized in terms of energy efficiency
and load balancing. In [28], a distributed routing algorithm optimizing the energy consumption in
large-scale SDN with multiple domains is proposed. This solution, called Distributed Energy-Aware
Routing (DEAR), finds the minimum number of links needed to satisfy a given traffic matrix. Despite
being efficient models, the complexity of considering the entire topology for the selection of the most
suitable routes can be very expensive in networks with major path redundancy. To the contrary, in this
work, after pruning the network topology, the number of paths and the consequent computation
complexity are significantly reduced.
2.2. Topology-Based Solutions
The lack of awareness of traffic conditions in typical operative networks has led to several research
works that, in order to reduce the number of active links, are oriented to control the network topology.
Basically, these approaches modify the existing topology considering different requirements such as
the resulting connectivity.
In [29], the authors present an Open Shortest Path First (OSPF)-based routing mechanism that
considers the topological information exchanged among routers. The proposed EAR algorithm is based
on the definition of the “exportation” mechanism where a Shortest Path Tree (SPT) is shared between
neighbor nodes. The routers with the highest node-degree, called “exporters”, calculate the SPTs that
are used to route the traffic and force the use of these paths to all their neighbors, which reduces the
overall set of active links. The exportation mechanism is enhanced in [30], where the concept of “move”
was introduced turning the energy saving routing problem into a formulation of the well-known
maximum clique problem in an undirected weighted graph.
The authors in [31] proposed a routing algorithm denoted as Energy Saving based on Algebraic
Connectivity (ESACON), using the algebraic connectivity as a metric to control the resulting network
topology. Based on this metric, ESACON is able to identify and switch off the network links that affect
the network connectivity less, keeping this value over a given threshold.
Similarly, the topology-based solution reported in [32] also takes into account the algebraic
connectivity as a requirement to preserve the overall network connectivity. This work also considers
the edge betweenness as a metric to measure the links role in the network, placing the links least
frequently used as the first candidates to be pruned. However, this approach is conceived of to be
implemented in a distribute way into each IP router.
The work in [33] also aims to improve the energy efficiency reducing the number of links that will
remain active. For this purpose, the authors propose four different versions of the algorithm called
Energy Saving based on Occurrence of Links (ESOL) that show the trade-off between complexity and
efficiency in putting into sleep mode a great number of links. The parameters used in this approach
to select the network interfaces to be switched off are the occurrences of nodes and links in shortest
paths, extracted from the network topology by using the classical Dijkstra algorithm.
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The analysis of including QoS requirements in an energy-aware topology-based solution is
discussed by the authors of [34]. Their approach, called Energy Saving IP Routing (ESIR), is also
based on the concepts of SPT exportation and move, but constrained to a maximum load boundary
on network links in the traffic-aware scenario. However, in their study, fixed requirements are
considered, which is impractical and limits the suitability of their work for dynamic and heterogeneous
network services.
All the previously-described works mainly tend to minimize the number of active network
elements in the current topology restricting the path selection to meet some specific metric bound
or connectivity rate and fail to extensively examine the impact of energy-aware routing on SDN
performance. Moreover, their lack of awareness about the requirements of incoming connection
requests can lead to performance degradations, which is highly undesired.
A summary of the discussed energy-aware proposals is presented in Table 1. Each row in the table
refers to a different approach. Meanwhile, columns refer to a particular feature: proposal description,
performance metrics used as constraints and networking scenario considered. Our approach is also
included in the table, where a novel point of view, fully compatible with current dynamic networking
environments, is exploited.
Different from the aforementioned works, the aim of this paper is to provide a low-complexity
energy-aware strategy, which will be used to evaluate its impact on crucial performance metrics,
considering an SDN architecture with multiple controllers and in-band control traffic.
Table 1. Comparison between the proposed approach and other existing related works. MLU, Maximum
Link Utilization; OSPF, Open Shortest Path First; MPLS, Multiprotocol Label Switching; TCAM, Ternary
Content Addressable Memory; SPT, Shortest Path Tree; LSA, Link State Advertisements.
Reference No.

QoS Constraints

Networking Environment

[20]

Intra-domain, centralized green traffic allocation under
a given traffic matrix

Proposal Description

MLU and packet delay

OSPF/MPLS-compliant
IP networks

[22]

Centralized green traffic allocation using a fewer number
of SDN elements under a given traffic matrix

Traffic priority is considered

Hybrid networks (IP/SDN)

[23]

Centralized green traffic allocation and TCAM size
reduction by using the concept of default rule

Subject to TCAM capacities

SDN with centralize
and out-of-band control

[24]

Centralized green traffic routing based on an expanded
topology of chassis and line-cards under a given traffic
matrix

MLU and packet delay

SDN with centralize
and out-of-band control

[25]

Green path selection of precomputed shortest paths with
different processing order of a given traffic matrix

Only k-shortest
paths are used

SDN with centralize and
out-of-band control

[26]

Green traffic allocation with Ct-Sw association under
traffic knowledge and controllers acting as switches

MLU and control
paths delay

In-band SDN with
multiple controllers

[27]

Off-line green control and data path computation with
Ct-Sw association under traffic knowledge

MLU and control
paths delay

In-band SDN with
multiple controllers

[28]

Distributed intra-domain green routing with inter-domain
path selection based on the exchange of performance
metrics

MLU

Multi-domain SDN with
predefined Ct-Sw
association

[29]

Selection of a subset of router SPTs as routing paths based
on node-degree and the exchange of LSA messages

N/A

OSPF-compliant
IP networks

[31]

Off-line detection and switching off of links keeping
algebraic connectivity above a given threshold

N/A

OSPF-compliant
IP networks

[32]

Off-line detection and switching off of links based on link
betweenness and algebraic connectivity thresholds

N/A

OSPF-compliant
IP networks

[33]

Off-line detection and switching off of links based on
their occurrence in network shortest paths

N/A

OSPF-compliant
IP networks

[34]

Selection of green routing paths based on the concepts of
SPT exportation and move with traffic-awareness

MLU

OSPF-compliant
IP networks

Current paper

Topology-based control plane setup and network pruning
with online green data and control traffic allocation

Subject to
controllers capacity

In-band SDN with
multiple controllers
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3. The Energy-Aware Routing Problem in SDN
To formalize the energy consumption optimization problem, we consider an SDN represented by
a directed graph G = (V, E, C ), being V, E and C the set of nodes, links and controllers respectively,
where C ⊂ V. We use ci,j to denote the capacity of a link (i, j) ∈ E. The set of interconnection devices
is defined as S = {n | n ∈ V ∧ n ∈
/ C }.
Considering F as the entire set of traffic flows existing in the network between any pair of nodes,
we use D to denote the subset of data plane communications. For the control plane, let T denote the
subset of communications between network controllers and switches, while H is used as the subset of
communications between controllers. Accordingly, F = D ∪ T ∪ H. Each flow f ∈ F from source s f to
destination t f , has its associated throughput, denoted by b f .
To minimize the number of links needed to route a given traffic demand matrix, we develop an
ILP model, according to the following binary variables:
xi,j : describes the state of a link (i, j) ∈ E.
(
xi,j =

1

if (i, j) is active,

0

otherwise.

f

ti,j : describes the selection of a link (i, j) ∈ E to route a flow f ∈ F.
(
f
ti,j

=

1

if (i, j) is selected to route f ,

0

otherwise.

λn,c : describes the association of each forwarding device n ∈ S with a controller c ∈ C.
(
λn,c =

1

if n is associated with c,

0

otherwise.

Considering the complete set of demands fixed and known in advance, a global optimization
process can jointly compute all the required optimal control and data paths minimizing the energy
efficiency. Using the aforementioned binary variables, the optimization model can be formulated as:
minimize

∑

xi,j

(1)

(i,j)∈ E

To manage each forwarding device in the network n ∈ S, a single controller is selected.

∑ λn,c = 1

∀n ∈ S

(2)

c∈C

Additionally, the number of switches associated with each controller cannot exceed the controller
capacity. In this expression, we use Rc to denote the computational and networking resources, in terms
of number of devices that can be supported for a controller c ∈ C.

∑ λn,c ≤ Rc

∀c ∈ C

(3)

n∈S

To avoid additional traffic load through network controllers, data plane communications
(i.e., f ∈ D) cannot be routed through these devices. Furthermore, control traffic between controllers
and switches (i.e., f ∈ T) will not pass through any other controller (i.e., except for those being the
source or target of the traffic). The same must hold true for communications between controllers
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(i.e., f ∈ H). In these constraints, we use N (i ) to denote the set of neighbors of a node i and n f to
identify the forwarding device involved in the source/target pair of traffic flow f ∈ T.

∑

j ∈ N (i )

f
ti,j




0
≤ λn f ,i


0

∀ f ∈ D, ∀i ∈ C
∀ f ∈ T, ∀i ∈ C

(4)

∀ f ∈ H, ∀i ∈ C \ {s f , t f }

The routing of data plane communications and control traffic exchange between controllers
follows the traditional flow conservation constraints.

∀i ∈ V, ∀ f ∈ D ∪ H :

∑

j ∈ N (i )

f
ti,j

−

∑

j ∈ N (i )

f
t j,i




 1
= −1


 0

if i = s f
if i = t f

(5)

otherwise

Meanwhile, for the subset of communications between controllers and switches f ∈ T, these constraints
are modified to assure that every switch exchanges control messages only with its controller. Similarly,
the forwarding device and controller involved in the source/target pair of traffic flow f ∈ T, are denoted
with n f and c f , respectively.

∀i ∈ V, ∀ f ∈ T :

∑

j ∈ N (i )

f
ti,j

−

∑

j ∈ N (i )

f
t j,i




 λn f ,c f
= −λn f ,c f


 0

if i = s f
if i = t f

(6)

otherwise

A link (i, j) is active if it is used by some traffic flow f ∈ F. Furthermore, the total traffic in each
active link must be less than its assigned capacity.

∑ ti,j b f
f

≤ ci,j xi,j

∀(i, j) ∈ E

(7)

f ∈F

Using this model, the centralized controller can determine all the optimal routes and set the
corresponding flow rules on each interconnection device in the network before the traffic arrival.
Although this formulation allows the attainment of optimal solutions for the energy consumption
problem in SDN, it becomes highly challenging to solve on large or even medium-scale topologies.
This is because the complexity of the energy-aware routing problem is NP-hard [35], so the required
computational time and resources grow exponentially with the network size.
4. Energy-Aware Approach
Given the high complexity of the proposed optimization problem in large real-world networks,
in this section, we present a hybrid solution for the energy efficiency problem in SDN comprising
the main advantages of the two aforementioned solution types. More precisely, we exploit specific
network topological properties combined with the use of traffic engineering to reduce the overall
power consumption.
An illustrative diagram of this strategy is shown in Figure 1. The first component, denoted
as Static Network Configuration Algorithm (SNetCA), is a topology-based solution intended to be
statically activated at specific instances as a planned operation. On the other hand, the traffic-based
module, denoted as Dynamic Energy Saving Routing Algorithm (DESRA), is activated by the arrival
of each incoming traffic demand. Therefore, an accurate prediction of incoming traffic is not needed.
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In essence, this approach finds the routes between network elements that minimize the number
of active links used, being the links shared between data and control plane traffic (i.e., in-band mode).
Therefore, control paths between controllers and switches (in both senses) and between controllers are
also established.
Additionally, given the controllers placement in the network topology, an ideal distribution
of switches between controllers is determined by our model. This is done in terms of energy
efficiency, while considering as well the controllers capacity to support forwarding devices. Moreover,
our energy-aware approach avoids the routing of additional traffic load through controllers. Therefore,
admissible control paths do not traverse any other controller, but the source or target of the traffic and
data plane communications cannot be routed through any of these devices.
The two main parts enclosed within the proposed energy-aware approach are described in more
details in the following subsections.

CONTROL PLANE
SNetCA Module
Network
Graph

Ct’s neighbor selection

Controllers
Placement

Network links pruning
Ct-Sw Association (A)
A

G’

DESRA Module
Data traffic routing
Incoming
Demand

Flow-Mod messages routing
Ct-Ct traffic routing

Figure 1. Illustrative diagram of the proposed approach. SNetCA, Static Network Configuration
Algorithm; DESRA, Dynamic Energy Saving Routing Algorithm.

4.1. Static Network Configuration Algorithm
By considering the typical link redundancy of backbone networks, we design a Static Network
Configuration Algorithm, denoted as SNetCA, which aims to prune as many links as possible in
order to stress the importance of energy saving. Additionally, the most favorable switch-controller
associations in terms of energy efficiency and load balance are determined in this stage.
The algorithm, described in the Algorithm 1 pseudo-code, is composed of three steps:
1.
2.

selecting one of the controller’s neighbors, as the node that will remain connected to it in the
outcome topology;
identifying the links that do not disconnect the graph to be put into sleep mode;
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associating each node with one controller and computing the control path between them.

Algorithm 1 SN ET CA
Require: G = (V, E, C )
Ensure: G 0 = (V, E0 , C ), A, Psc
1: Nc ← Set of neighbors of controller c ∈ C
2: Sel_N ← NULL
. Array of selected switch for each controller
3: G 0 ← G
4: for c ∈ C do
5:
B ← NULL
. Array of betweenness values
6:
SPc ← Set of shortest paths from controller c ∈ C
7:
for n ∈ Nc do
8:
if n ∈ C then
9:
continue
10:
end if
11:
Bn = 0
12:
for p ∈ SPc do
13:
if n ∈ p then
14:
Bn = Bn + 1
15:
end if
16:
end for
17:
end for
18:
L ← Nc _Sorted according to decreasing order of B
19:
for s ∈ L do
20:
if c not already in Sel_N then
21:
Sel_N = Sel_N ∪ (s, c)
22:
end if
23:
Remove links (s, c) and (c, s) from G 0
24:
end for
25: end for
26: for i, j ∈ E0 do
27:
if i ∈ C or j ∈ C then
28:
continue
29:
end if
30:
G 00 ← G 0
31:
Remove controllers c ∈ C from G 00
32:
Remove link i, j from G 00
33:
if G 00 remains strongly connected then
34:
Remove link i, j from G 0
35:
end if
36: end for
37: for s, c ∈ Sel_N do
38:
if s is already associated with another c0 6= c then
39:
continue
40:
end if
41:
PATH S ELECTOR(s, c)
42:
Update Psc , A, X, U
43: end for
44: for the rest of s ∈ S do
45:
PATH S ELECTOR(s, C)
46:
Update Psc , A, X, U
47: end for
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The input of Algorithm 1 is the network topology with controllers’ placement, and its outputs are
a pruned network with a reduced number of links, denoted as G 0 , an array keeping the controller-switch
associations, denoted as A, and the control paths from each node to its controller, denoted as Psc .
Additionally, we use X to denote the set of active links X ⊆ E and U to store the utilization of
network links.
In the first step, the algorithm iterates over the set of network controllers in order to evaluate
each one of its neighbors. The selection of one neighbor node for each controller is based on the
betweenness centrality (Bn ), which measures the intermediary role of a node in the network. In the
proposed approach, we use a simplified version of this metric considering only the shortest paths from
a controller to every switch.
In particular, after computing the shortest paths from one controller as the single source,
the algorithm determines whether a neighbor node belongs to each path and increases the Bn associated
with that node (Lines 7–17). For each controller, a list of neighbor devices, sorted in decreasing order
of Bn , is stored in L. This list is used to identify the neighbor with the highest betweenness centrality.
This will be the node that will remain connected to the controller in the resulting pruned topology.
Thus, the controller considered in the current iteration and the selected neighbor, are stored in Sel_N.
For the remaining nodes in L, the links between them and the controller are removed from the
resulting network graph. This means that they are put into sleep mode in the original graph. Notice
that when a controller’s neighbor is another controller, the link between them is not considered as
a candidate to be pruned (Lines 8–10).
In the next step, the algorithm iterates over the set of directional links in the pruned network that
do not have any controller as its extreme nodes. At each iteration, the algorithm attempts to increase
the number of switched-off edges.
A new link is removed only when the resulting graph remains being strongly connected, i.e., at least
one path exists between every pair of nodes in the network. To accomplish this, a temporal graph
without any controller, denoted as G00 , is created. This graph is used to check the required connectivity
between all the forwarding devices. After validating that the possibility to reach any node in the
network is not affected, the considered link is removed from the resulting graph.
The last step of the algorithm is intended to determine a control path from each forwarding device
to one controller. To achieve this goal, the algorithm starts evaluating the pairs of controller-switch
already stored in Sel_N (Line 37). For each pair, the algorithm first determines whether the considered
switch is still available. If this is the case, an admissible control path minimizing the number of
active links is computed using the method PATH S ELECTOR described in Algorithm 2, which will be
further explained below. As stated previously, admissible control paths do not pass through any other
controller that does not act as the source or target of the considered traffic. The remaining forwarding
devices are then considered. Notice that in this case, the algorithm takes into account the control paths
to all controllers in the network. Precisely, the path computed by the PATH S ELECTOR in this step
defines the controller for the rest of forwarding devices.
Using this initial control plane configuration, switches send to the controller packet_in requests
when a new traffic flow arrives, as well as statistics and failure notifications. Consequently, there is an
initial set of active links in the network before the ingress of traffic flows, as well as some link utilization.
The PATH S ELECTOR method, described in Algorithm 2, performs the energy-aware path selection.
In essence, this function is used to select the best admissible route between a pair of nodes, aiming to
minimize the total number of active links in the network. The key idea of this function is to perform
a low-complexity greedy evaluation between all the admissible paths to select the most suitable route
in terms of energy-efficiency, while guaranteeing a balanced load of switches between controllers and
capacity constraint of links. Since this method works over the pruned network with a reduced number
of links (i.e., G 0 ), the set of admissible paths considered is significantly smaller than in the original
topology, and the solution can be found after fewer iterations. When this function is asked to find the
path between each forwarding device and one controller (i.e., using the set of controllers as the traffic
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destination), the controller load is considered (Line 4–8). In addition, a candidate path is selected as
long as it has sufficient link capacity to route the required traffic volume.
Algorithm 2 PATH S ELECTOR(a, b)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

L←∞
SeP ← None
for p ∈ Get_All_Admissible_Paths( G 0 , a, b) do
if b = C then
if p is to an already loaded controller then
continue
end if
end if
off ← number of links in p that are not in X
if off < L and p has sufficient bandwidth then
L ← off
SeP ← p
end if
end for

4.2. Dynamic Energy Saving Routing Algorithm
When a new traffic demand arrives, a routing request is sent from the input node to its associated
controller using the path between both devices previously computed during the static network
configuration phase. Based on its global knowledge of the network topology, this controller calculates
the required data path minimizing the number of links that need to be activated for this connection
request and creates the flow forwarding rules.
The proposed dynamic energy-aware routing is shown in Algorithm 3. For an incoming demand
d from source sd to destination td , the algorithm starts storing in Ct1 the controller associated with the
source node. This controller is the main responsible of managing this traffic request.
Using the PATH S ELECTOR method, the most favorable admissible data path in terms of energy
consumption is computed. This is done considering that admissible paths do not go through any
controller in the network. Then, a loop is used to establish the required control plane communications
for each node along this path.
Algorithm 3 DESRA
Require: G 0 , A, d incoming traffic request
Ensure: Pss , Pcs , Pcc data and control paths, X active links, U links utilization
1: Ct1 ← A [ sd ]
2: p = PATH S ELECTOR (sd , td )
3: Update Pss , X, U
4: for n ∈ p do
5:
Ct ← A[n]
6:
PATH S ELECTOR(Ct, n)
7:
Update Pcs , X, U
8:
if Ct1 6= Ct then
9:
PATH S ELECTOR(Ct1, Ct)
10:
Update Pcc , X, U
11:
end if
12: end for
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After identifying the controller associated with each node in the data path, a control path is
computed between them. These paths are used to set the flow forwarding rules in each switch using
the flow_mod messages. Given the multi-domain scenario considered, the nodes traversed by the
data traffic may be associated with different controllers. When a node is not associated with Ct1 ,
an additional control message is sent from this controller to the other, in order to inform the second
controller of the flow forwarding rule that needs to be installed in one of its managed nodes.
4.3. Complexity Analysis
Considering that the computation of the shortest paths from each single controller is done in
O( N log N ) using the Dijkstra algorithm, the selection of one controller’s neighbor in the fist step of
Algorithm 1 has a worst run-time complexity equal to O( N log N + N 2 + S log S + S), where N is the
number of total network nodes and S is the number of forwarding devices. Given that this operation
is performed C times, being C the number of controllers, the complexity of Step 1 becomes O( N 2 C ).
Pruning as many links as possible without disconnecting the network graph during the second step
has a complexity equal to O( E( N + E)), where E is the number of links and O( N + E) refers to the
connectivity checking process [36]. The complexity of last step is determined by O(SM), where M
indicates the worst-case complexity of Algorithm 2. It should be noticed that after pruning the network
topology, the number of admissible paths and the consequent computation complexity of this method
are significantly reduced with respect to the original graph. Therefore, the SNetCA complexity can be
expressed as O( N 2 C ).
The overall complexity of the proposed dynamic routing solution, mixing together both
Algorithms 2 and 3, is O(SM2 ) since the maximum length of a data path is precisely the number of
forwarding devices given the routing restriction avoiding data traffic through network controllers.
Given that M is usually a small number after pruning the network topology and will not grow
rapidly along with the network topology size, running the algorithm upon each flow request is
a reasonable approach.
5. Simulations and Results
In this section, we describe the evaluation of our energy-aware approach and analyze the achieved
results. We used the linear programming solver Gurobi Optimizer [37] for the ILP model. Meanwhile,
the proposed control framework described in Section 4 was implemented using the programming
language Python to develop the heuristic algorithms. A computer with 3.30 GHz Intel Core i7 and
16GB RAM was used to carried out all computations. To conduct our simulations, we use real-world
network topologies and traffic demands collected from SNDlib [38]. Each router in the network was
considered as an SDN node or as a tentative controller location. Since the topologies used in our
experiments are backbone networks, for the sake of simplicity and without loss of generality, we opted
to compute the communications delay as the propagation latency.
Specifically, we use three of the most link-redundant network topologies in SNDlib in order to
assess the effectiveness of the proposed scheme. The mentioned topologies are New York, Geant and
Norway, and their main characteristics are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2. Main characteristics of considered topologies.
Topology

|V |

| E|

|D|

Average Node
Degree

Total Amount of
Traffic Demand (Mbps)

Mean Traffic
Demand (Mbps)

New York
Geant
Norway

16
22
27

98
72
102

240
430
702

6.12
3.27
3.78

1774.0
42565.53
5348.0

7.39
98.99
7.62

Table 2 presents, apart from the topological properties, a general description of the provided
traffic load for each studied topology. Specifically, for New York and Norway, we use the default traffic
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matrices provided, while for Geant, we select the subset of available traffic matrices measured at 00:00
on 5 May 2005.
As we are considering an in-band scenario, after placing the controllers in each simulation
instance, we have deleted the data traffic demands from/to them. The network load being an important
parameter that impacts the efficiency of any energy-aware solution, we also compute the average
network load ρ, defined as follows:
f
∑ ∑ ti,j b f
ρ=

(i,j)∈ E f ∈ D

∑ xi,j ci,j

(8)

(i,j)∈ E

Where the traffic flowing on each link was obtained routing each traffic demand using the
shortest path. Results from this early analysis confirm that the real scenarios considered present a low
network traffic load. More in detail, the average network loads of the three network topologies are less
than 0.05, New York links being particularly lightly loaded (i.e., ρ < 0.01). This behavior is typical
in real backbone topologies where capacity planning strategies aim to always ensure a significant
over-provisioning in core links relative to the offered average load. This is done as an attempt to avoid
the congestion in case of peak load and to allow the fulfillment of Service Level Agreement (SLA)
requirements. Intuitively, low loaded networks are suitable scenarios for deploying energy-aware
solutions that concentrate traffic and turn off unused network links. Therefore, this analysis suggests
that substantial energy savings are possible. Moreover, we can deduce that potential energy benefits
will be more limited by the required connectivity and topological properties than by the network
traffic load.
An average rate of 1.7 Mbps was assumed for the control traffic [39]. Considering a homogeneous
scenario, where all controllers have the same computational and networking capabilities, in our
simulations, we set the maximum number of forwarding devices that can be associated with each
controller as follows:


|S|
Rc =
∀c ∈ C
(9)
|C |
In this way, switches are evenly distributed, and the load of switches is balanced
among controllers.
To analyze the performance of our energy-aware approach, five groups of evaluations are
presented varying the number of controllers in the considered topologies. In the first part,
the performance of our heuristic algorithms with respect to the optimal model is analyzed in order
to fix an upper bound for the energy saving capabilities of proposed solutions. In the second part,
the potential of SNetCA to prune a network topology is investigated. Then, we compare our solution
with the four strategies of another energy-aware method proposed in the literature. Next, we analyze
the impact of our model on crucial network performance metrics, such as latency, link utilization and
TCAM occupation. Finally, we provide an initial analysis exploring the existing trade-off between
energy savings and network resilience.
5.1. Optimal vs. Heuristic Solutions
To assess the performance of proposed heuristic algorithms against the optimal solution achieved
by the ILP model, we show their behaviors in Figure 2 using the New York and Geant topologies.
In both networks, we consider all admissible controller placements and compute the average
energy savings for different numbers of controllers. Notice that a controller placement is admissible
when the assumptions established in this proposal to avoid the routing of additional traffic load
through network controllers can be kept (i.e., the network graph without any controller is strongly
connected). We compute energy savings as the proportion of links in sleep mode with respect to the
total amount of network links.
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As shown in Figure 2, the energy savings reached by the optimization model are up to 64% and
83% in Geant and New York topologies, respectively. On the other hand, the heuristic strategy (denoted
in the figure as SNetCA/DESRA) allows attaining close-to-optimal energy savings, with a maximum
gap of 9%.
We can also see that while the number of controllers grows energy savings decrease. This is
due to the fact that in our approach data plane communications are not routed through network
controllers. Therefore, as the number of network controllers is increased, a higher number of links
(i.e., links directly connected to the controllers) is likely to be used to route control traffic, but not for
data plane communications. A similar decreasing behavior can be noticed in the gap between optimal
and heuristic results since, as the amount of network controllers grows, a lesser number of feasible
possibilities can be considered by the linear solver.

Optimal

SNetCA/DESRA

100

Average Energy Savings (%)

Average Energy Savings (%)

100

75

50

25

0

Optimal

SNetCA/DESRA

75

50

25

0
1

2

3

1

Number of Controllers

2

3

Number of Controllers

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. Average energy savings comparison between optimal and heuristic solutions for different
numbers of controllers in: (a) New York topology and (b) Geant topology.

Table 3 shows the average execution times of the optimal model and heuristic algorithms in the
three network topologies considered in our experimental simulations. While the SNetCA column
shows the execution times required to prune the network, the two others contains how many seconds
are spent by each routing approach to compute all the required control and data paths according to
the incoming traffic. As is shown, in both approaches, computation times mostly tend to decrease
as the number of controllers grows. The reason for this is that in these energy-aware approaches,
the routing of additional traffic load through network controllers is avoided. Therefore, an increase of
network controllers implies that fewer alternate paths between each pair of nodes are considered in
the simulation.
Table 3. Average execution time (s) using different numbers of controllers on real topologies.
Topology

|C |

Optimal

SNetCA

DESRA

New York

1
2
3

172.76669
191.75141
78.89208

0.06118748
0.05415126
0.04126375

0.7708125
0.6329832
0.5140916

Geant

1
2
3

114.88002
91.40695
49.54307

0.05245455
0.05004147
0.04750903

2.4348636
1.9789217
1.5744784

Norway

1
2

9946.57420
5227.32024

0.10151852
0.09847852

8.9833704
7.2682321
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Although in all cases, the proposed strategy outperforms the optimal model in terms of
computation time, a higher improvement is achieved as the network size grows. For instance,
in the Norway topology, the processing times required by the optimal model increase dramatically.
The ILP model in this topology can take more than two hours on average to find a solution, which is
a great limitation in current networking environments. Meanwhile, it is always less than 10 s for the
heuristic strategy, i.e., almost a three order of magnitude improvement. This comparison validates the
improvements achieved by the heuristic proposal in terms of computation time and clearly justifies
its necessity.
For the Norway topology, only the case of having one and two controllers is shown. The required
convergence time for solving the exact model beyond this limit became unfeasible, since the number
of possible combinations of nodes as controllers’ placement grows exponentially.
5.2. SNetCA Performance
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed topology-based module, Figure 3 shows an
example of the performance of SNetCA on the Norway topology, considering two network controllers
placed at nodes denoted as 1 and 2 and emphasized with a different color in the figure. The distribution
of switches between controllers is depicted through the use of labels in each node, indicating the
controller number to which the node is associated. Here, we focus our attention on the Norway
topology, but similar results have been obtained for the two remaining topologies considered.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. (a) Original Norway graph. (b) Resulting Norway graph after applying SNetCA.

A comparison between the original network and the resulting graph illustrated in Figure 3a,b
respectively, shows a difference of 67 edges, which represents more than 65% of total network links.
These links are pruned by our algorithm guaranteeing that the resulting graph remains strongly
connected and avoiding additional traffic load through network controllers.
Additionally, as a result of applying SNetCA on the Norway topology, switches are distributed
between controllers minimizing the number of required active links and ensuring a balanced controllers
load. For instance, 12 switches are associated with Controller 1, while the remaining 13 are managed
by Controller 2.
To provide a more general perspective, Figure 4 shows, for the three considered topologies,
the average number of links pruned by SNetCA, which contribute directly to the energy efficiency
achieved by this proposal. In this analysis, we also consider all the admissible placements of one to
three controllers.
As is shown, an important number of links is pruned in all the topologies considered, but the
highest energy savings are achieved in the New York topology. The reason for this is that New York
has much more link redundancy than Geant and Norway. Therefore, a higher number of links can be
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pruned while guaranteeing the network connectivity. In general, the more redundant the network,
the higher number of links are put into sleep mode applying this strategy.
New York

Average Number of Pruned Links (%)

100

Norway

Geant

75

50

25

0
1

2

3

Number of Controllers

Figure 4. Average number of pruned links in the three topologies varying the number of controllers.

5.3. Assessment of Energy Saving Potential
SGH [25] is an energy-aware routing solution based on knowledge of the incoming traffic requests.
This proposal selects, using a pre-calculated set of shortest paths, the most suitable path in terms of
energy savings to allocate each traffic demand, as long as it has enough capacity. To do so, traffic
demands are ordered according to the following four different strategies:
•
•
•
•

Node pairs with the shortest Shortest Path First (SPF)
Node pairs with Longest shortest Paths First (LPF)
Node pairs with Smallest Demand First (SDF)
Node pairs with Highest Demand First (HDF).

Figure 5 shows the average performance in terms of energy savings of the two-module based
strategy SNetCA/DESRA with respect to the four different versions of SGH in the three real topologies
analyzed for different amounts of controllers.
As we are considering an in-band SDN with multiple controllers, the traffic matrix provided
to SGH includes, together with the data demands, a control traffic flow for each pair of associated
controller-switch and for each pair of controllers in the network. In this way, required control plane
communications are also established by SGH. This is done taking into account the distribution of
switches between controllers obtained from SNetCA. Additionally, the routing restrictions established
in this proposal to avoid additional traffic load through network controllers are considered in the
computation of the pre-calculated shortest paths. On the other hand, given that DESRA is an online
routing strategy, the connection requests are sequentially allocated as they appear in the considered
traffic matrix.
In Figure 5a–c, we can see that SNetCA/DESRA performs better than the remaining algorithms.
While similar results are obtained by the four different versions of SGH, the proposed strategy achieves
notable improvements in the three considered topologies. For instance, differences up to 35%, 29% and
45% of energy savings are reached in the New York, Geant and Norway topologies, respectively. Such
significant differences are mostly due to the operation of SNetCA before the traffic arrival, which is able
to prune a great number of links without affecting the network capabilities to manage the incoming
requests. Additionally, the routing decisions performed by SGH are limited to a predefined number
of pre-computed shortest paths and fail to extensively exploit the energy saving potential of each
topology. Therefore, even without a prior arrangement of demands based on accurate knowledge
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about the incoming traffic, the proposed scheme in this paper puts to sleep mode a higher percentage
of links, being able to save substantially more energy.
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(c)
Figure 5. Average energy savings comparison between proposed strategy and SGH solutions for different
numbers of controllers in the: (a) New York topology; (b) Geant topology; and (c) Norway topology.

5.4. Impact on Network Performance
It is to be emphasized that in our energy-aware approach, Quality of Service (QoS) constraints
and performance metric boundaries are not considered. This is not a limitation, but a choice; since we
intend to measure the impact of our proposal on the network performance metrics as a trade-off with
the energy saving improvements. In fact, we are presenting an effective and easy to implement green
routing mechanism that emphasizes the importance of energy efficiency in the operation of current
data networks.
In order to assess the impact of our energy-aware approach on the network performance, we adapt
two well-known state-of-the-art routing algorithms: Shortest Path Routing (SPR) and Load Balancing
(LB) for their use in the considered in-band SDN environment. Additionally, the rule space being
a significant issue of concern in SDN, we include in this analysis an algorithm balancing the number
of rules installed in each forwarding device, denoted here as TCAM Occupation Balancing (TOB).
In general, these algorithms are greedy heuristics that follow the procedure described in Algorithm 4.
More precisely, these algorithms will evaluate every candidate admissible path and find the one
prioritizing some performance metric such as: traffic latency, link utilization or TCAM occupation.
According to the approach used, the selected path will be:
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SPR The one minimizing the propagation latency
LB The one minimizing the maximum link utilization
TOB The one minimizing the maximum TCAM occupation
It is clear that, in each of these metrics, the corresponding baseline algorithm will have better
performance than our energy-aware approach. However, the purpose of this evaluation is to use these
algorithms as a reference point to illustrate the energy-aware solution impact on network performance.
All of them follow the assumptions established in this proposal to avoid the routing of additional
traffic load through network controllers. Similarly, SNetCA is still used to determine the distribution
of switches between controllers. Although we may focus our attention on some specific network for
the different performance metrics, the derived conclusions are general and independent of the specific
considered topology. Thus, they hold whichever network is examined.
Algorithm 4 G REEDY _ BASELINES
Require: G, A, D
1: for d ∈ D do
2:
pd = Find_Best_Data_Path
3:
Update network metrics
4:
for s ∈ pd do
5:
if no control path is already established between s and its controller in A then
6:
pc = Find_Best_Control_Path
7:
Update network metrics
8:
end if
9:
end for
10: end for
5.4.1. Traffic Latency
In the first set of simulations, we analyze how the data and control paths latency is affected by
routing decisions made.
To evaluate the impact of our algorithm on control path delay, we collect, for each traffic demand,
the length of its associated control paths and the corresponding shortest paths. The notation Maximum
Over-length is used to denote the maximum number of additional hops (with respect to the length
of the corresponding shortest path) among the routing solutions for the required control paths.
For instance, when this value is equal to zero, it means that every control traffic is routed using
exactly the shortest path.
Figures 6–8 show this behavior for the three studied topologies considering all possible placements
for different amounts of controllers.
As is shown, in all cases when the number of controllers grows, the control traffic is routed using
a larger number of hops for a higher fraction of demands. Norway being the largest one in terms of
network size (number of nodes and links), control paths in this topology are increased by a higher
number of hops.
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Figure 6. Distribution of maximum control traffic over-length in the New York topology for: (a) 1 controller,
(b) 2 controllers and (c) 3 controllers.
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Figure 7. Distribution of maximum control traffic over-length in the Geant topology for: (a) 1 controller,
(b) 2 controllers and (c) 3 controllers.
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Figure 8. Distribution of maximum control traffic over-length in the Norway topology for: (a) 1 controller,
(b) 2 controllers and (c) 3 controllers.

To take a closer look at the data plane, we draw in Figure 9 the Cumulative Distribution Function
(CDF) of data paths’ latency for the three topologies considering all possible locations of one to
three controllers.
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Figure 9. Cumulative distribution function of data paths latency varying the amount of controllers in
the: (a) New York topology; (b) Geant topology; and (c) Norway topology.

As shown in Figure 9a–c, the CDFs of data paths’ latencies for different amounts of controllers
are quite similar. However, we can see that under the energy-aware routing, data path delay is
affected since larger data paths are used in order to minimize the number of active links. For instance,
in Figure 9b, only 87% of data paths exhibit delays lower than 50 ms, meanwhile all control paths
in the SPR case are under this value. This performance degradation is less critical in the two other
topologies, which are deployed in smaller geographic areas compared to Geant. In general, the larger
the network (in terms of geographic length), the more increase in latency is incurred.
Despite the presented latency degradations with respect to SPR, the solution performances
observed in Figure 9a,c are suitable for supporting latency critical services in 5G networks demanding
end-to-end delays lower than 10 ms [40], such as robotics and telepresence, virtual reality, health
care, among others. Likewise, less demanding applications and use case scenarios to be addressed in
5G networks, such as intelligent transport systems and smart grid, with latency requirements up to
100 ms [40], could be conceived of and deployed in Geant-like environments.
These latency degradations confirm that, according to traffic requirements, specific performance
bounds may be required. In order to ensure the suitability of the proposed algorithm for delay-critical
services, we include in this analysis the evaluation of a delay-constrained version. To do so, we now
restrict the number of links that can be initially pruned by SNetCA. Specifically, network links
belonging to the shortest path between any pair of nodes are not removed during the static network
configuration phase. In this way, the shortest path will always be available if it is needed for allocating
the incoming traffic with DESRA. In both modules, the path latency is now taken into account for the
PATH S ELECTOR mechanism in order to satisfy given delay bounds.
Figures 10 and 11 show the performance of the delay-constrained version considering data and
control paths latency bounded by the factor r. This latency threshold is used to denote the relation
among the delay requirement and the shortest path propagation latency for every established path.
For instance, when r = 2 every path latency will be, at most, twice that of the shortest path.
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Figure 10. Distribution of maximum control traffic over-length for one controller under delay constraint
in the: (a) New York topology; (b) Geant topology; and (c) Norway topology.
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Figure 11. Cumulative distribution function of data paths latency for one controller under delay
constraint in the: (a) New York topology; (b) Geant topology; and (c) Norway topology.

As is shown in Figure 10 under the delay-constrained approach, the control traffic can be routed
incurring smaller over-lengths with respect to the performance-agnostic approach. Similarly, Figure 11
shows that the data paths latency are less compromised when more restrictive possibilities in terms
of latency (r = 2 and 5) are considered. In general, the more restrictive is the latency bound used,
the better the performance in terms of delay can be achieved.
On the other hand, considering a latency restriction during paths’ selection will negatively impact
the potential improvements in terms of energy efficiency. To validate this affirmation, the energy
savings achieved by the delay-constrained version using r = 2 are shown in Table 4. In this table,
optimal and heuristic values are depicted as well as the energy saving differences between the
performance-agnostic results shown in Figure 2 and the delay-constrained version.
Table 4. Energy savings with paths’ delay constrained to r = 2.
Topology

|C |

Optimal

Delay-Constrained Heuristic

Difference

New York

1
2
3

58.16327
61.40456
62.37759

39.92347
41.11645
42.04418

34.63010
33.05608
31.74105

Geant

1
2
3

29.67172
33.81976
34.72549

17.67677
18.65719
19.85249

37.87879
35.61828
33.16422

Optimal values were obtained after adding to the ILP model presented in Section 3 the following
constraint, where di,j and L f denote the link propagation delay and the traffic maximum latency
bound, respectively.
f
∀f ∈ F
(10)
∑ ti,j di,j ≤ L f
(i,j)∈ E

Significant reductions in terms of achieved energy saving values can be seen in Table 4 for the both
considered topologies as a consequence of restricting the path selection to meet the delay requirements.
However, even considering such restricted thresholds, where no traffic can be routed using a path
longer than twice the shortest path length (in terms of propagation delay), substantial energy savings
can still be reached by the proposed heuristic strategy.
5.4.2. Links Utilization
The selection of routing paths minimizing the energy consumption has a direct influence on the
traffic load of all the network links. To better showcase this situation, we use the New York and Geant
topologies and the LB algorithm. Figure 12 provides the CDF of link utilization under both algorithms
considering all possible locations of one to three controllers in both topologies.
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Figure 12. Cumulative distribution function of link utilization varying the amount of controllers in the:
(a) New York topology; and (b) Geant topology.

As expected, the fairness of traffic distribution is altered by the energy-aware routing, since under
this approach, traffic is concentrated in a fewer number of links. Therefore, there is a subset of active
links that is more overloaded than the others. For instance, in Figure 12b, the link utilization of some
links in Geant is increased to more than twice the value achieved by the LB algorithm. Nevertheless,
even in the more loaded cases, the link utilization in this topology is under 60%. A less concerning
situation can be observed in Figure 12a since the given traffic load in the New York topology is
very low.
5.4.3. TCAM Occupation
Intuitively, energy-aware routing would affect the allocation of flow rules, a practical constraint
in OpenFLow devices, given that traffic flows are redirected to minimize the number of active links.
In Figure 13, we evaluate the impact of our approach on TCAM occupation with respect to the TOB
algorithm using the Geant and Norway topologies and all possible locations of two network controllers.
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Figure 13. Average TCAM occupation with |C | = 2 in the: (a) Geant topology; and (b) Norway topology.

As expected, the number of installed rules is raised by the energy-aware routing since new
paths are more likely to be allocated over the most loaded devices instead of activating a new one.
For instance, this increase is observed in all network devices in Norway topology and in 17 out of
22 nodes in Geant topology, in some cases being more than twice the value obtained by the TOB
algorithm. However, an accurate explanation about these numbers is difficult since the energy-aware
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proposal does not care at all about the use of rule capacity. Furthermore, the SNetCA/DESRA
performance in both topologies is still physically acceptable considering that a routing table can
support around a few thousands of rules [23].
5.4.4. Energy Savings
Finally, to get a sense of the other side of the trade-off between energy efficiency and network
performance, Figure 14 shows the average energy performance of all the considered routing models in
the New York and Norway topologies for the case of one centralized controller in the network.
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Figure 14. Average energy savings with |C | = 1 in the: (a) New York topology; and (b) Norway topology.

As expected, in all cases, energy savings decrease while the number of demands grows. This is
due to the fact that new paths need to be established to accommodated such traffic. The flat tendency
of energy savings achieved by the power-aware solution despite the increase in allocated demands is
possible given the low network load discussed at the beginning of this section. Moreover, the proposed
strategy greatly outperforms SPR, LB and TOB in terms of energy saving. In general, SNetCA/DESRA
is able to achieve significant energy savings, but bigger improvements with respect to the other
approaches are reached when the traffic grows.
5.5. Resilience Concerns
While SNetCA allows important gains in terms of energy efficiency by pruning as many links as
possible and leaving available only the minimum number of links needed to support the incoming
traffic, the remaining subnetwork is more vulnerable to resource failures and sudden traffic bursts.
To ensure an adequate network reliability while keeping low energy consumption, resilience constraints
should be taken into account.
Given that the largest Laplacian eigenvalue of a graph is a widely-accepted metric to assess
network robustness with respect to link and node removals [41], we use it (referred to here as λmax )
to control the resulting resilience after applying SNetCA. Several papers about graph theory [42,43]
sustain that a network is more resilient the higher the largest eigenvalue of its Laplacian matrix.
In general, these networks are more robust since they have small diameters, higher numbers of nodes
and link disjoint paths and are likely to expand faster.
In order to provide an initial investigation exploring the existing trade-off between energy
savings and network reliability, in this analysis, we evaluate a resilience-constrained version of
SNetCA, which enables us to limit the admissible λmax reduction rate due to the link removal process.
Additionally, to improve the redundancy for the control paths, the amount of neighbors that will
remain connected to the controller is relaxed using different bounds (from one to the controller degree).
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Table 5 presents some of the obtained results using the three considered topologies with one
centralized controller. The presented results validate the impact of varying these two criteria
(i.e., controller connectivity and λmax reduction rate) on energy savings and network robustness.
Table 5. Average performance under connectivity and resilience constraints. ES, Energy Saving.
New York

Ccon

δ

1

Geant

Norway

ES (%)

λmax

ES (%)

λmax

ES (%)

λmax

0
1

54.08163
74.55357

11.49839
10.96566

29.79798
55.55556

9.516197
7.601231

51.67030
62.38199

8.056087
6.764033

2

0
1

52.04082
72.32143

11.62907
11.15838

27.02020
52.71465

9.642021
7.783621

49.70951
60.34858

8.094395
6.846996

3

0
1

50.27211
70.13605

11.72088
11.36235

31.01852
49.07407

9.608442
8.046415

47.88235
58.23529

8.104170
6.907458

4

0
1

48.23129
67.95918

11.84817
11.49919

37.26852
46.99074

9.462972
7.765802

46.90799
55.73152

8.087313
6.966380

5

0
1

46.35569
65.74344

12.00953
11.62032

33.33333
44.16667

9.478610
7.988221

45.75163
54.24837

8.067831
7.046465

6

0
1

44.89796
63.77551

11.93040
11.51884

27.31481
42.59259

9.424882
8.024959

44.11765
51.47059

8.146692
7.572282

While the controller connectivity (denoted as Ccon ) is bounded by a number of neighbors between
one and the controller degree, the allowed λmax reduction rate (denoted as δ) was normalized according
to the following expression, where the term SNetCA’ denotes the resilience-constrained version:
δ=

λmax (Original) − λmax (SNetCA’)
λmax (Original)

(11)

As is shown in Table 5 when Ccon = 1 and δ = 1, the resilience-constrained version of SNetCA
behaves exactly as the resilience-agnostic one. However, less energy can be saved as more restrictive
values of Ccon and δ are imposed, since each of these elements determines that a fewer number of links
could be put into sleep mode by the pruning function of SNetCA.
Inversely, when no resilience degradation is allowed (i.e., δ = 0), higher values of λmax are
obtained. More importantly, we can observe that considerable energy savings can still be reached by
the proposed heuristic strategy, while ensuring the original network reliability.
Although higher values of λmax are expected when the bound of nodes that will remain connected
to the controller is increased, this is not always the behavior that can be appreciated in the table for
the three network scenarios considered. The reason for this is that every network node, which is
considered in one particular instance of the simulation as the controller, does not have the same
node degree. Thus, for each considered possibility of Ccon , different amounts of nodes are part of the
presented average values.
We stress that the impact of switching off network links on SDN reliability is even more critical
for networks with in-band control traffic where any link/node failure will affect not only data plane
communications, but the connection with the controller. Hence, a further analysis about this crucial
issue will be done in follow-on work.
6. Conclusions
In this work, 5G is considered as the broad context where several recent technologies, such as SDN,
will be leveraged to fulfil functional and performance requirements of heterogeneous services and
devices. At the same time, the unprecedented number of devices together with the rate-demanding
services and the high energy efficiency expected in 5G networks are decisive drivers motivating
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this research. Undoubtedly, to gain insight into the existing trade-off between energy efficiency and
network performance is a valuable contribution on the road to 5G. Precisely, this is the aim of this
paper, conceived to highlight this crucial issue and to tackle the energy consumption problem in 5G
backbone networks.
More in details, in this paper, we proposed an energy-aware strategy that reduces the number of
active links used to handle the incoming traffic suitable for SDN environments with in-band control
traffic and multiple controllers. To achieve such a goal, we first provided a link-based formulation
of the optimization problem, integrating the routing requirements for data and control traffic. Given
the overall complexity of the exact model in large-scale topologies and the fact that new devices with
less predictable traffic patterns will join the 5G broadband network, a heuristic hybrid approach is
conceived, comprising two algorithms: a static network configuration and a dynamic energy-aware
routing. In this way, the number of links to be considered in the paths’ computation is significantly
reduced by the first component, which contributes to decreasing the computation times, and traffic
demands can be allocated by the second module in real-time as they come. Based on experimental
simulations with real-world topologies and traffic matrices, energy savings between around 50% and
80% are reached by the proposed energy-aware approaches. The heuristic strategy attains results very
close to the optimal values. In addition, the proposed algorithms are able to converge much faster and
handle larger network sizes for which the exact model fails to find solutions in a reasonable time.
Apart from providing an effective power-aware scheme able to achieve notable improvements
in terms of energy saving, the most significant added value of this proposal is the insightful analysis
presented to evaluate the impact on network performance. Extensive simulations validate that crucial
network parameters such as control traffic delay, data path latency, link utilization and TCAM
occupation are affected by the performance-agnostic energy-aware model. Therefore, this paper
stands as a valuable proposal in the design of online energy-aware strategies suitable for control planes
of current programmable networks. Moreover, the intrinsic trade-off between environmental and
performance concerns is disclosed and investigated using the proposed approach. As future work,
we plan to extend the analysis about the impact of energy-aware solutions based on the reduction of
active network elements on SDN reliability, considering in-band control traffic.
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